


ANSWERS

IMPETUS(NOUN): पे्ररणा

Meaning: Something that encourages something else 

to happen

RELEGATION(NOUN) : निर्ाासि

Meaning: To consign or commit (a matter, task, 

etc.)
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THOUGHT OF THE DAY



WORD RECAP

Interim(Noun):अल्पकालीि 

Meantime

Precedent(Noun) :निसाल

Paradigm



WORD RECAP

Factions (Noun):गुटों

Clique
Combative(adj.) :लडाकू

Pugnacious



WORD RECAP

Strident(Adj.) : कठोर

Raucous

Inheritance(Noun) :नर्रासत

Legacy



WORD RECAP

Marshalling(Verb) : रचिा-क्रि

Assemble

Ally(Noun) : नित्र

Merge



WORD RECAP

Iterations(Noun): पुिरार्नृियों

Duplication

Slugfest(Noun) : हाथा पाई

Grapple



The Hindu Vocabulary

Etched(Adj.):िक़्काशी करिा

Meaning : To draw or write by cutting or scraping

Synonyms: Inscribe , Carve

Antonyms: Uncut , Simple

Sentence: His grief was etched into every line of his face.

Shrouded(Verb): निपािा

Meaning : To cover or hide something

Synonyms: Swathe ,Wrap

Antonyms: Disclose , Expose

Sentence: The mountains were shrouded in fog.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Podium(Noun): िंच

Meaning : A small platform for a speaker, a performer, etc. to 

stand on

Synonyms: Pulpit , Stage

Sentence: She was introduced and stepped up to the podium.

Circumspect(Adj.) : सार्धाि

Meaning : Careful not to take risks

Synonyms: Alert , Cautious

Antonyms: Neglectful , Imprudent

Sentence: Officials were circumspect about what the talks had 

achieved.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Whetted(Verb) : उिेनित करिा

Meaning : Excite or stimulate

Synonyms: Sharpen , Strop 

Antonyms: Obtuse , Dull

Sentence: My curiosity may be whetted, if not satisfied.

Pulsating(Verb): फडकिा

Meaning :To move or shake with strong regular movements

Synonyms: Beat , Throb

Antonyms: Motionless , Linger

Sentence:  People danced to the pulsating sounds of hip-hop.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Squib(Noun) : पटाखा

Meaning : A small firecracker , A funny writing

Synonyms: Bonfire , Lampoon

Sentence: They promised us fireworks, but have produced a 

damp squib.

Brazening(Verb) : निलाि

Meaning :  Unrestrained by a sense of shame; rudely bold.

Synonyms: Audacious , Blatant

Antonyms: Humble , Modest

Sentence: There were instances of brazen cheating in the exams.



The Hindu Vocabulary

Subservience(Noun) : उपयोनगता

Meaning : A willingness to do what other people want

Synonyms: Amiability , Conformity

Antonyms: Enmity , Hostility

Sentence:  Politeness is a sign of dignity, not subservience.

Shaky (Adj.) :अनथथर

Meaning : Not firm; weak or not very good

Synonyms: Tremulous , Quivery

Antonyms: Steady , Certain

Sentence: Her commitment to the cause seems shaky.
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Nothing left to chance

Verstappen did not need 

luck to become F1 champion 

for a second time 



Max Verstappen etched his name in the history books when he 

won the Japanese Grand Prix at Suzuka on Sunday and in the 

process became a Formula One World Champion for the 

second time. F1 as a sport is booming in popularity, especially 

after the 2021 season in which Verstappen sealed his maiden 

title on the last lap of the last race of the year in Abu Dhabi. 

However, last year’s season finale was shrouded in controversy 

over how the Federation Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA), 

the sport’s governing body, conducted the race in which its 

wrongful interpretation of its own rules worked to 

Verstappen’s advantage to overtake Mercedes driver Lewis 

Hamilton and win the title. Thus despite his on-track 

brilliance, Verstappen was not seen as the genuine winner.



In 2022, the Red Bull Racing driver left no scope for such doubts by 

producing one of the most dominant title campaigns the sport has 

seen. The 25-year-old from the Netherlands has won a staggering 12 

out of the 18 races so far and finished on the podium in two other 

races to seal the title with four rounds still left in the year. Blessed with 

racing genes — his father Jos is a former F1 driver and his mother 

Sophie Kumpen, an accomplished racer in karts — Verstappen was 

brought up to become a Formula One World Champion.

But in his initial years, he was prone to making mistakes, often too 

aggressive, and at times his driving bordered on the dangerous. 

However, over the last four years, Verstappen has matured to strike a 

balance by cutting out the errors without compromising on his speed 

and aggression.



Despite being 46 points down to Ferrari’s Charles Leclerc after the 

first three races, Verstappen remained calm to slowly overturn the 

deficit. In races in Hungary, Belgium and Italy, where he often started 

from the middle of the pack, Verstappen was circumspect on the 

opening laps to fashion spectacular wins from lowly grid positions as 

he went on a five-race winning streak to run away with the title. For 

fans of the sport who had their appetite whetted after last year’s 

pulsating battle between Hamilton and Verstappen, 2022 was a damp 

squib as Ferrari and Leclerc’s early season promise faltered as a mix 

of reliability issues, strategic blunders and driver errors robbed the 

fans of a close fight for the title. Verstappen is now the 17th member 

of an elite club of drivers to have won multiple titles. If his team Red 

Bull can continue to give him competitive machinery over the next few 

years, this could be the start of the Verstappen era in Formula One.



HOMEWORK

INCUMBENCY                         ?

UNRAVELLING                      ?




